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Meeting Overview and Participants 
Date and Location: June 26 and 27, 2018 at the Berkeley City Club, Berkeley California 

Hosts: The City of Berkeley and Green Cities California 

Purpose of Exchange: For California sustainability directors to collaborate on the development            
of communication messaging and tools related to building electrification. The exchange resulted            
in development of content that can contribute toward a building electrification action guidebook             
for CA sustainability directors. 

Meeting participants: (see image below of participants on Day Two) 
Local Government participants: Green Cities California members = Berkeley (Sarah Moore and            
Billi Romain), San Francisco (Wendy Goodfriend, Barry Hooper and Rich Chien), Cupertino            
(Misty Mersich), Santa Barbara (Alelia Parenteau); West Hollywood (Robyn Eason); Richmond           
(Adam Lenz), County of Marin (Alice Zanmiller); Walnut Creek (Cara Bautista Rao), Novato             
(Gretchen Schubeck); Santa Monica (Garrett Wong and Shannon Parry); Dublin (Shannan           
Young); Hayward (Kait Byrne); Manhattan Beach (Dana Murray), San Jose ( Cyndy Comerford) 
USDN members = Palo Alto (Christine Tam and Hiromi Kelty); Fremont (Rachel DiFranco);             
Sunnyvale (Melody Tovar and Nupur Hiremath); Sacramento (Cailey McCain); San Leandro           
(Sally Barros) 
Partner participants = Pierre Delforge, NRDC; Margaret Bruce, LGSEC); Panama Bartholomy,           
Building Decarbonization Coalition, Rachel Golden (Sierra Club) 
Facilitators = Meg Williams Jamison, Green Cities California; Sarah Isabel Moe and Blake             
Herrschaft, DNV GL 
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Peer Learning and Updates 
In order to set the stage for collaboration, to build trust and to understand what expertise and                 
experience is in the room related to building electrification in City and County government, Day               
One included Peer Learning and Peer Sharing time. Participants shared with each other,             
responding to the question: “What have you been working on in the 8-12 months around the                
building electrification space?” To prepare for this conversation, facilitators also collected many            
resources from participants and other research organizations ahead of time to share. These             
resources can be found in this folder. 

Local Government Updates 
Berkeley (Sarah Moore and Billi Romain) - Contractor trainings, streamlining permitting,           
outreach to homeowners, developers, contractors, exploring reach codes, joining a USDN           
workgroup to learn more from peers 
San Francisco (Wendy Goodfriend, Barry Hooper and Rich Chien) - Looking at new ZNE              
pathways report coming out soon, just finished a climate hazard plan where electrification was              
promoted heavily as a health and safety strategy; looking at mapping CAP activities and              
resilience strategies (which could include mapping (similar to Boulder) opportunities for building            
electrification); investigating opportunities for non residential opportunities for building         
electrification 
Cupertino (Misty Mersich) - Doing an all electric retrofit case study, exploring HPWH incentive              
program with CCA, hosting a speaker series to promote building electrification to get more              
education to the public and other key stakeholder, hosting a video about all electric homes on                
the City’s website. 
Walnut Creek (Cara Bautista Rao) - Working on their CAP update now and seeking building               
electrification examples to help with this. 
Novato (Gretchen Schubeck) - Novato is in its first year having a sustainability director and is                
getting started with climate action planning and trust building. Here to learn from others and               
build connections. 
Santa Monica (Garrett Wong and Shannon Parry) - Working on a Climate Action and              
Adaptation Plan update and have a ZNE guide book for new construction and other great               
resources available online.  
Dublin (Shannan Young) - Doing a CAP 2.0 Update; seeking examples and GHG reduction              
strategies in electrification conversations.  
Santa Barbara (Alelia Parenteau) - Working on the strategic energy plan to reach the City’s               
100% renewable energy goals; looking to also complete a ZNE roadmap for buildings, and they               
have a CCA that is anticipated to come online soon. 
Richmond (Adam Lenz) - Produced a ZNE design guideline trifold brochure that highlights the              
benefits of electrification, working on a policy framework to help grow and implement             
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electrification efforts in buildings, and tie it to the City’s low income solar program. In process of                 
implementing the CAP and will use some of the strategies discussed to help inform it. 
County of Marin (Alice Zanmiller) - Developed a reach code for electrification (Our new green               
building standard also allows for any new building to build all-electric rather than meeting the               
more stringent energy efficiency requirements with a mixed-fuel home); resources for           
homeowners online and from the County directly, working to develop a pilot program that              
increases the availability of educational materials for homeowners, builders, and local           
jurisdiction (sustainability and building department) staff. In addition, we’ll provide direct           
incentives to homeowners across Marin County who swap out natural gas appliances for             
high-efficiency all-electric ones, such as heat pumps (water and space) and induction cooktops.  
Hayward (Kait Byrne) - working on reaching GHG goals and implementing CAP; doing a staff               
report / presentation on progress, and electrification in July to council so using this information               
to help inform that report. 
Palo Alto (Christine Tam and Hiromi Kelty) - streamlining permitting process to make electric              
installs easier to do. Exploring a reach code that will go 10% above Title 24 requirements with                 
an exemption for all electric; looking for a way to “mandate” without saying “mandate”; hoping to                
build awareness about green building best practices and electrification; Building off of HWPH             
pilot project by improving their website and marketing materials and learning from the two year               
project and trying to influence other cities to create pilot projects of their own. Look to telling                 
others about their project. 
Fremont (Rachel DiFranco) - Fremont Green Challenge website and campaign promotes and            
focuses on electrification as a way to reach GHG reduction goals, outreach to residents,              
providing educational links on the site, info about rebates, etc. Working on CAP update soon, so                
anticipating looking to this work will help inform that process. 
Sunnyvale (Melody Tovar and Nupur Hiremath) - Working with Silicon Valley Clean Energy to              
promote electrification and on a study to understand HPWH and service panel package options              
to streamline process and costs; Working on CAP update now and identifying building and              
transportation decarbonization strategies now. 
San Jose (Cyndy Comerford) - Participating in pilot project with Stop Waste and others on               
midstream incentive program; working on speaker series to promote electrification as an            
outreach campaign; working on videos, interviews and other online tools to help promote             
building electrification; partnering with Silicon Valley Clean Energy to promote electrification 
Sacramento (Cailey McCain) - City is not actively pursuing electrification policies or programs,             
but SMUD is. SMUD is going a rebate program and exploring marketing campaigns to get               
residents on board. 
Manhattan Beach (Dana Murray) - Starting on their CAP update this year, so looking into               
electrification as a strategy to meet CAP goals. 
West Hollywood (Robyn Eason) - Working on Benchmarking ordinance. Recently adopted           
Smart City strategy.  CAP update coming soon.  
San Leandro (Sally Barros) - not present during this reporting time 
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Partner updates 
Pierre Delforge, NRDC - producing a Building Decarbonization Primer (directed at           
policymakers) that will launch in August. They’ll continue to work on advocacy, long - term               
planning with CEC and CPUC to reach GHG emission reduction goals through decarb efforts. 
Margaret Bruce, LGSEC - Continuing advocacy and relationship building between members           
and CPUC 
Panama Bartholomy, Building Decarbonization Coalition - Starting a building         
decarbonization coalition to work with the private and public sector to keep building decarb              
efforts moving forward. All are invited to join and participate. 

Takeaways and Next Steps from Peer Learning 
Upon reflection of this peer learning time, facilitators and participants identified several            
opportunities for further learning and exploration. These include: 

● Sharing of the Climate Action Plan template language developed by GCC members as             
part of the ongoing Local Government Building Electrification workgroup to those           
working on CAP updates or to those considering the creation of new CAPS. 

● Share resources and examples collected for this workshop with peers to review and use              
as their work continues. 

● Setting up time for report outs and ongoing peer learning from peers embarking on pilot               
projects (like Marin County, San Jose and others) to continue the learning as projects              
kick off and are implemented 

● Setting up a webinar to dive more deeply into Palo Alto’s pilot project. There was limited                
time for just one community to share, but it was clear there are many lessons learned                
from Palo Alto’s reflective and iterative project and process. Participants may benefit            
from a webinar to learn more about Palo Alto’s key takeaways from their project. 

● Continue to explore opportunities to work with CCAs on electrification projects 
● Explore opportunities and continue to learn from those who are integrating electrification            

into non-energy plans and policies 
● Key partners like NRDC, Stop Waste, Sierra Club, LGSEC and the Building            

Decarbonization Coalition are all working on projects or developing activities that the            
participants wanted to stay in touch about and learn more as the process continues.  
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Guidebook Alignment Discussions Summary 
To set the stage for a successful discussion about what a building electrification guidebook              
should look like, what it should include and how it should be used, participants came together                
and aligned around a few key starting points: the key audiences, format, technology 

Audiences 
● The main audiences for this guidebook is City and County Sustainability Directors and it              

should be noted that the participants in this workshop were all representative of this main               
audience, aside from a handful of nonprofit partners. 

● Sub-audiences (ex. People that City and County sustainability directors will need to            
communicate with) = The list of sub-audiences brainstormed included policymakers;          
building inspectors, building permit staff, city planners, and other city staff; design and             
building professionals like architects, planners, builders, contractors; technical        
professionals/installers like plumbers, HVAC engineers, electricians, etc.; the public,         
homeowners, building owners, renters; developers, etc. For the purposes of the           
brainstorming activity, participants aligned around the need to focus on a few key             
audiences: (1) Building Permit Staff and other Internal Government Staff; (2) Design and             
Building Professionals and (3) Existing Residential Audiences. The sub-audience was          
further prioritized during the storyboarding activity, described later in this report. 
 

 
Image1 : Participant brainstorm of audiences for guidebook and communication tools 
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Format 
● Guidebook development should be web-based and should focus on providing drop           

down menus that allow different points of entry to learn more - ex. By technology, by                
audience, by tool and other resources. This online resource should be kept on a              
third-party website (GCC, or other partner).  

● This should be a living document / resource that can continue to be improved 
● Tools should be provided that can be downloaded by city/county folks and re-used, such              

as calculations for GHG reductions by staff, powerpoints, staff report templates, planning            
tools,etc. 

● Videos should be shown to highlight - technology overview (ex. What is a heat pump),               
all-electric or ZNE home tours (ex. See Cupertino and others), providing downloadable            
one-page pdf files for each chapter’s subsections 
 

Technology 
● Much of the first day was used to have a level set conversation about the technology                

behind building electrification. Blake Herrshaft, lead engineer at DNV GL, presented to            
the group about electrification and heat pump technology.  

● The group had a robust discussion period about technology, appropriate installation           
methods in CA’s climate zones, applications in different building types, and more.  
 

Structure / Outline of Guidebook Content 
● To prepare the participants for discussing the structure and outline of Guidebook            

content, facilitators allowed for peer learning and peer sharing time on the first afternoon              
of the workshop. This time allowed all participants to share experiences and efforts             
related to building electrification in their jurisdictions (see notes in Peer Updates section),             
but also allowed to see what expertise was in the room and build alignment around who                
could be an asset or expert related to a certain piece of the discussion. 

● There was much discussion about the right focus for creating content and messaging,             
considering building electrification is a large topic. Participants chose to create a chapter             
focused on water heating with electricity, with subsections addressing the “Why, What            
and How” Questions: “Understanding the Concepts,” “Understanding       
Technology,” and “Tools for Sustainability Directors.”  
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Storyboarding Summary and Chapter Brainstorm 
Participants discussions were held in small groups to co-create the subsections. Facilitators            
used “storyboarding” as a facilitation tool to allow the small groups to actually create a layout for                 
the subsections, including drawings, specific messaging ideas, graphics, charts, and other           
communication tools that demonstrate what they thought would be needed in each chapter.  

  
Images 2 and 3: Hiromi Kelty of Palo Alto (left) and Kait Byrne of Hayward (right) highlight their completed                   
subsections after storyboarding with their peers. 

Heating our Water with Electricity 
To best direct and focus brainstorm efforts, the participants identified that they would like to               
focus on the overarching chapter “Heating our Water with Electricity,” and under that chapter              
they would focus on creating the following subsections “Understanding the Concepts”,           
“Understanding the Technology” and “Tools for Sustainability Staff.”  
 
Proposed Chapter Title = Heating our Water with Electricity 
Proposed Chapter Subsections =  

1. Understanding the Concepts  
2. Understanding the Technologies 
3. Tools for Sustainability Staff 

 
Participants landed on this decision because the barriers to converting to electric water heating              
are fewer, the technology is less complicated, and among participants there are more who are               
currently working to encourage the switch to electric water heating. Participants chose to focus              
on the identified subsections because they were the three that allowed them to brainstorm on               
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messaging ideas, communicating important technology facts appropriately and understanding         
the different types of communication and outreach tools needed for sustainability directors to             
communicate the benefits of building electrification.  
 
There was much discussion among the group about the need for different messaging strategies              
for the different sub-audiences. To further narrow the focus for this purposes of this exercise,               
the participants (all sustainability staff) assumed that the main sub-audience would be internal             
City or County staff (like building inspectors, permitting staff, zoning officials, planners, etc.) 

Understanding the Concepts 

Ideas for messaging varied in each subsection conversation, but included campaign and            
messaging ideas included those against natural gas, those showing health and safety benefits             
of clean electricity, and ideas for attractive ads. Examples are included below: 

● “The Electric Vision is Clean, Equitable, REnewable, Local, Healthy, Safe and Just” 
● “Electric is the Future” 
● “Electric is Now!” 
● “Electricity: Clean, Healthy, Easy, Better” 
● “We have the Tools and Technology NOW to be Healthy, Clean and Resilient” 

Understanding the Technology 

Technology drawings: Participants developed a creative series of drawings and infographics           
that could be developed and used to demonstrate how the technology works and how it is cost                 
and carbon saving. There was discussion about the key inflection points to tell people how and                
when they can transition off of natural gas and how to do it. There were other conversations that                  
highlighted the importance of making the technology relatable to the public. Participants thought             
that providing of having a “Technology FAQ” resource would be useful, especially highlighting a              
few key points, such as: 

● There is not a gas appliance that is more efficient than the electric equivalent 
● “Electric” is NOT a new technology 
● Diagrams showing the “production -> storage  - > energy” use loop  
● Simple diagrams showing the technology as it applies to homeowners, renters and other             

key audiences to make it more relatable 

Tools for Sustainability Directors 

Tools that could be included in a guidebook to help sustainability directors advance building              
electrification include: 

● Templates / samples of powerpoints, staff reports 
● Videos highlighting technology, all-electric/ZNE homes, and other features to make the           

concept more familiar 
● Incentive summary document 
● Policy language, and 
● A fact sheet, brochure or poster for public consumption 
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Main Lessons Learned 
● There are key leaders/early adopters among CA sustainability staff and among the            

participants who are currently driving building electrification efforts and who are already            
creating resources in CA that can contribute toward a guidebook. 

● There is complete agreement among the participants that a guidebook or specific            
resource is needed in order to scale implementation of building electrification efforts as             
many CA cities and counties work on different strategies to reduce greenhouse gas             
emissions, such as updating their Climate Action Plans, develop reach codes for greener             
buildings, focus on new partnerships with CCAs across the state, and more.  

● While facilitators and participants were only able to focus the “creation” time to             
co-collaborate on ideas for three subsections, there is enough consensus among these            
participants that will be used to drive the completion of a future resource.  

● There are many partners (GCC, LGSEC, NRDC, Sierra Club, and others,) who are in full               
support of this moving forward and who are even working on complementary efforts.  

What’s Next? 
Participants wrapped up the exercise by brainstorming the next transformative big ideas for how              
they could continue to collaborate to make building electrification happen. The top ideas             
included collaborating on development on an attractive marketing campaign for clean electricity            
and building electrification (collaborating on resources to fund a campaign, messaging and            
more); learning from midstream incentive programs that are starting in 2018 to shape future              
projects; collaborating on outreach to new industry partners to help with market transformation;             
several ideas for local jurisdiction code requirements to include electrification efforts.  

Key Individual Action Items  
Share info with other staff within the City to get buy-in on decarbonization efforts and use                
knowledge gained to guide our applications to grant opportunities (Sunnyvale); Prepare a staff             
report that summarizes the state of electrification, the prospects of doing so and the potential               
actions that the City will explore (Santa Monica); I have brought back the ideas to my regional                 
group through the Silicon Valley Clean Energy CCA to collectively work on Decarbonization             
efforts (Cupertino); We will use GCC to combine efforts on reach codes that support              
electrification and may incorporate several programs that were referenced (Berkeley); We will            
be updating our CAP and the electrification discussion will be super helpful (Novato and Walnut               
Creek). 

Big Ideas Brainstorm 
After the workshop, participants brainstormed ideas that city governments can take next to keep              
promoting electrification and combat natural gas industry. 
Transformational / Big Ideas for Collaboration among Local Governments - Building           
Electrification (Highlighted ideas have the most traction among participants) 

● Require a name change from Natural Gas to Methane in CA 
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● Require electric retrofits upon time of sale 
● Ban the sale of natural gas water heaters 
● Ban or disincentivize the laying of new natural gas lines and/or new natural gas hook               

ups 
● Fund building officials who are proponents of electric systems to train others about the              

benefits of electrification 
● Go talk to new partners and strategize on which partnerships will help move the ball               

forward - ex. American Institute of Architects and ASHRAE, and others 
● Perform widespread natural gas leakage studies (ex. San Fran/USDN study and tool) 
● Develop and implement a tax on carbon 
● Central clearinghouse needed for electrification resources, work, etc. 
● Develop a powerful, “slick” marketing campaign about clean electricity to campaign           

against the natural gas industry. Have local governments pool their resources and            
collaborate on this campaign.  

● Incentivize panel upgrades to prepare for electrification and renewables. 
● Use City/County purchasing power to help limit natural gas marketing. 
● Use workforce development partners to help train youth in electrification fields (ex. Train             

them to be all electric plumbers) 
● Combine resources for a multi-city RFI to help studies, and work forward on             

electrification - look to Santa Monica 
● Form a CTA to work on transitioning off natural gas  
● Renewables and storage and distributed energy resources - keep these conversations           

going together to keep scaling fast 
● Streamlined permitting options for all electric - look to Palo Alto 
● Integrate electrification into zoning codes 
● Require all electric ADUs 
● Develop and share a video tour of an all electric building/home - look to Cupertino and                

others 
● Make municipal buildings all electric pilot projects 
● Integrate life cycle analysis and whole house emissions into GHG emissions calculations 
● Learn from mid-stream incentive program w/ BAAQMD and Stop Waste 
● Curriculum in schools that demonstrate the truths of natural gas 
● Create a special / incentivized all electric rate w/ CCAs 
● Ban natural gas patio heaters in commercial/multifamily/residential spaces 
● Ban natural gas firepits and cooktops 
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Appendices  

Appendix A. Images of Storyboarding Brainstorm Ideas  
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